THANK YOU TO ALL 2012 TEAM BREATHAWAY CHAMPIONS

Your amazing efforts and commitment to making lung cancer matter in 2012 raised over $500,000

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.

–Margaret Mead
American Anthropologist
The Lung Cancer Foundation (LCF) couldn’t be prouder to partner with the following organizations, families and individuals in the fight against lung cancer. They are working every day to make the world a better place!

To our Amazing and Wonderful Partners....

When we began our Affiliate Program, we had no idea that it could become one of our major fundraising entities. It must be because when patients and their families speak, EVERYONE listens. Our essence here at the Lung Cancer Foundation (LCF) is that patients and their families always come first. We make ALL of our decisions based on what they need and must have to survive.

When we are in meetings, discussing new projects, and can’t reach a consensus, we ask ourselves “Is this good for the patient?”? If the answer is YES...WE JUST DO IT!

When we are able to put the patient’s face at the forefront, people listen. This disease becomes PERSONAL and something that donors can resonate with.

For far too long our survival rate has remained at 15.5%... it has recently moved to 15.9% which is a good sign, but not a GREAT sign. A great sign is 90% and we won’t stop until we see it...okay...we won’t stop there either! We need to move that barometer to the 80’s and 90’s where breast, colon and prostate cancer are. We know we can’t do that without YOU.

While you read all about our beautiful affiliate’s work, you will see the most beautiful faces in the world. Faces of people who care. Faces of people who want to see CHANGE. Faces of people who have stepped up to the plate and say to themselves and all of our patients that they CAN make a difference.

Thank you all from the bottom of my heart...I am without the proper words to acknowledge how much work went in to each of these events and what it took emotionally and spiritually to accomplish all you have accomplished.

Just let me say that I love each and every one of you and thank you for joining in our mission to not stop until we succeed.

We hope you love what is on these pages as much as we do.

Bonnie
xo
In March 2011, Gretchen Gilbertson’s mom, Bertha Cavil, was diagnosed with terminal Stage IV lung cancer with a prognosis of one year for survival. Sadly, Bertha passed away only three months after her diagnosis. Her strength has inspired Séura, a company founded by Gretchen and her husband, to found Project Breathe, an initiative designed to raise awareness and funds for lung cancer research. Séura is committed to finding new treatments and preventive measures to combat lung cancer and has designated a selection of Limited Edition products to Project Breathe. Séura donates a portion of the proceeds from the sale of these products to LCF.

Watch the Project Breathe video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz2n3eTOaZg
Visit Seura: http://www.seura.com

Great Seats for Great Causes. LCF is honored to be a National Partner of Tickets-for-Charity. “After Priceline.com founding team member Jord Poster invented the technology to turn buying into giving, Tickets-for-Charity started a long beta test in specific markets that proved we can raise millions for charity while building a large business,” said Charity Partners CEO Jay Whitehead. “By the January 15 Nationwide Launch date, Tickets-for-Charity plans on one million members accessing tens of thousands of exclusive sports and entertainment tickets from our corporate partners, teams and tours. Spend the same or less than you spend now on tickets, get great seats, benefit great charities and get a tax-deductible receipt for your contribution.”
http://www.ticketsforcharity.com

“But I’ll always be with you even when you stray, bound together soul to soul and you can’t take that away.”
Love you Daddy. RIP. –Annie Barry

Annie Barry became an LCF Affiliate and lung cancer fighter through the influence of her father, Dennis Barry of Olney, Maryland. Dennis fought a six-year battle and came out a champion each year. Annie believes that even during his final year, he did not lose. “He lived out a life full of love, inspiration and courage, leaving a legacy that I want to carry on. His strong will and determination continued to shine through to his very last day. He fought hard and now it is my job to keep his legacy alive.”

Annie was the recipient of the LCF Caregiver Award in 2011 and continues to have Fighting Barry 5ks, birthday bashes and other fundraising and awareness efforts.
It is inspiring to watch LCF support and sponsor the best and the brightest in the field of Lung Cancer research, making a difference in the treatment and survival rate of patients with lung cancer NOW.

–Caren Gorenberg

A life-long non-smoker, Joan Gaeta was a devoted wife, teacher and mother of five. Diagnosed with lung cancer in early 2004, she fought a three-and-a-half-year battle before succumbing in July 2007. The Joan Gaeta Lung Cancer Fund was first created in Fall 2007 as The Joan Gaeta Lung Cancer Foundation by Joan’s husband and children to raise awareness about the disease, educate the public and be an advocate for research. In July 2010, they re-established themselves as the The Joan Gaeta Lung Cancer Fund supporting the Addario Lung Cancer Medical Institute (ALCMI) through annual galas, other fundraising and awareness efforts and initiating the first “lung” license plates for the state of Georgia. Our ultimate goal remains the same: to eradicate lung cancer.

http://www.gaetafund.org

LCF has the perfect combination of warm, caring and truly concerned people, cutting-edge research programs and patient services, along with professional, business-like fiscal responsibility. This is a powerful combination in the fight.

–Joe Gaeta

For Caren Gorenberg, Dec 12, 2006 started out as a normal day. She went for a routine mammogram and just happened to pick up a referral for a chest X-ray on her way out of the doctor’s office. The X-ray revealed a spot on her lung. Three years later, in Nov 2009, Gorenberg flew from her home in Gainesville, FL to San Francisco for the annual LCF gala. Her invitation labeled her a lung cancer survivor. It was then that Gorenberg said she realized that she needed to do something to help fight the disease. “And so, Run Amuck with the Duck was born,” she said. “A funny name for a very serious cause.” On Apr 24, 2010, Gorenberg held the first Run Amuck with the Duck 5k. On March 9, 2013, Caren and her family will champion their fourth Run Amuck for the Duck.

http://runamuck2013.kintera.org/

“It brings me so much hope when the generosity of our incredible supporters focuses a worldwide spotlight on the fight against lung cancer.”

–Scott Santarella, President & CEO, LCF

LCF and UCSF Thoracic Oncology Lung Cancer Program were named beneficiaries of the proceeds from the sale of property from “The Vertical Art Collection™: Walking Sticks” held at Christie’s in their Important Russian Art sale in London on Nov 25 and in their 500 Years Decorative Arts Europe sale in New York on Nov 30. The owner of this impressive collection, who chooses to remain anonymous, has taken a leading role over the years in supporting the Foundation’s vision to make lung cancer a survivable disease. With this auction, some unusual and beautiful art is helping to support the Foundation! LCF also receives an ongoing grant from the proceeds of the sale of an associated art book, Vertical Art: The Enduring Beauty of Antique Canes and Walking Sticks.

http://www.verticalartcanebook.com

“It brings me so much hope when the generosity of our incredible supporters focuses a worldwide spotlight on the fight against lung cancer.”

–Scott Santarella, President & CEO, LCF

STICKING UP FOR LUNG CANCER...
As Pam Mosher approaches her 15th-year as a lung cancer survivor, she does many things to enjoy life, including being part of a Bunco group. This year, her Bunco buddies—Jean Brink, Patti Cadreau, Tina Caldwell, Elaine Freeman, Judy Garrigues, Brenda Hibel, Lena Magliano, Sharon Pliler, Donna Pitto, Norma Spencer, Barbara Wichlan, Karen Cadle, Maria Carcamo, Maureen Fosty, Connie Morgan and Margo Tullus chose LCF as their “top pick” for a year-end donation. The group accumulates monthly donations and in the past, they have donated to the Heifer Project, Project Second Chance, Red Cross, etc. When so many of Pam’s Bunco friends heard her talking about LCF and when newscaster Cheryl Jennings commented on Bonnie receiving the WebMD Award, it was unanimous!

“\textit{I feel that I just spent the evening with you in your ‘Living Room’ — what a fitting name!!! Thank you again for all that you are doing. Hugs & Love.}”

–Pam & Wayne Mosher

Fun-loving lung cancer survivor, Tina McCarter, announced at the Living Room that to celebrate an upcoming birthday, she would have a Bubbles and Burgers party fundraiser for LCF. And so she did, inviting her friends to raise a glass (or two) of bubbly, dine on delicious barbeque burgers, and have fun, fun, fun for a great cause. We raise our glass to Tina for sharing her celebration and helping others. You can see from her picture, Tina has a contagious and gorgeous smile, lighting up every room she walks into, including our Living Room!

When Sonya Finch and Jeff Morrison decided to journey into married life, they already felt blessed with more than what they needed. In lieu of gifts, they decided to ask everyone to donate to LCF in memory of Linda Finch, Sonya’s mother. Linda was a wonderful woman whose lung cancer diagnosis came as an incredible shock to all who knew and admired her. Linda was a great wife, loving mother, amazing grandmother, caring nurse, active community member and blessed friend to many. Throughout this difficult time a wonderful friend, and now partner, entered Sonya’s life. Jeff Morrison stood by her side, helping and supporting her in ways that she could not have anticipated. Sonja and Jeff’s beautiful wedding day both honored and remembered Linda, also giving hope to others with this dreadful disease.
**HANK BASKETT**

“Through the annual Hank Baskett Classic Golf Tournament and many other efforts, former NFL star Hank Baskett has teamed up with LCF to rally support and raise awareness about the disease. “We’re proud that Hank Baskett and his followers are making a bold statement against lung cancer,” says Bonnie J. Addario. “We’re so honored to have Hank and his football and Hollywood friends on our team helping to raise much-needed funding and spreading the message that ANYONE CAN GET LUNG CANCER.” In recognition of his tireless efforts throughout his father’s personal journey with lung cancer and for all patients with the disease, Hank was the 2012 recipient of the Caregiver Award at BJALCF’s 7th annual Simply the Best Dinner Gala. Join us at the 2nd Annual Hank Baskett Classic, May 16-17, 2013, at Trump National Golf Club, Rancho Palos Verde, California. http://hankbaskettclassic.org

“I support BJALCF because Lung Cancer became personal to me when it came in and attacked my dad. I understand how brutally destructive this cancer is and how many people are waging war to battle it.”—Hank Baskett

**WILLIAM MARBLE KIPP II FOUNDATION**

“William Marble Kipp II found fame fast and furious. First as an innovator in the early 1990’s at Google, then launching his own renewable energy enterprise, nothing could stop this passionate 42-year-old trailblazer. This changed in August 2011 when the avid athlete and father of two was diagnosed with metastatic lung cancer. Since then, Kipp, his sister Kassidee and other family members have been working non-stop to spread awareness and raise funding for the cancer that kills more than 1.3 million worldwide annually and 450 per day in the US. At its inaugural fundraiser in May 2012, the Kipps helped LCF in its efforts to find a cure. Held at Bluxome St. Winery in downtown San Francisco, over 180 friends and family joined to show support and to mobilize with LCF to end lung cancer.

“When Bill was diagnosed he was blindsided. We quickly decided that we wanted to help others impacted by the disease and to let them know they are not alone. This is just the beginning of what we want to do.”—Kassidee Kipp

**STRIDE FOR SUSIE AND SMITA**

“As a community, we can do this together. That’s the power of all the money we’re raising today and where it’s going—to help save lives.”—Adeeti Ullal, Susie’s niece
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“We were thrilled to be a Spotlight Charity of the Frys.com Open on Oct 13, 2012,” says Bonnie. The spectator guide, featuring the BJALCF, educated attendees about Lung Cancer and highlighted Natalie DiMarco’s fight with the disease. Natalie, daughter of Fry’s Electronics CEO John Fry, has a personal mission to spread awareness about Lung Cancer. On her daughter’s first birthday, she received devastating news: a diagnosis of Stage IV Lung Cancer. “It took me a long, long time, several different doctors and two biopsies before I was diagnosed properly,” she said. Today she is determined to fight the disease and help the 1.6 million people who will be diagnosed worldwide with Lung Cancer this year.

BJALCF looks forward to being a part of the Frys.com Open (Oct. 7-13, 2013) at the beautiful course at CordeValle Rosewood Resort in San Martin, CA. A portion of the ticket sales will benefit the Foundation. [Visit the website](http://frysopengolf.com/)

“Lung Cancer is an epidemic and I believe we need to rally and do whatever we can to spread the word about how many people this disease is hurting.” – Natalie DiMarco

“Preparing to run a marathon seems inadequate. How many miles do you run for the man who taught you everything you know about respect, compassion and bike riding—who showed you how to tie your shoes, to treat your waiter, as well as your professor, and to always return the shopping cart to its designated area? Is 26.2 miles enough for sitting through every dance recital, documenting every awkward prom and cheering at all the swim meets (even when I was underwater and couldn’t hear)? Do you tack on a few more for an amazing college education, for long walks and heart-to-hearts, for American citizenship? It’s difficult for me to translate 25 years of unconditional love into mileage, so 26.2 will just have to do,” says Addar Weintraub, Shlomi’s daughter. [Visit the website](http://www.crowdrise.com/RunForShlomi/fundraiser/addarweintraub)

“My mom’s last bout in the hospital had her waiting for a bed in the emergency ICU. In the bed next to her was a 20-year-old who the staff feverishly worked to revive. My mother shared the same room and heard the failed efforts to revive this young man. Can you imagine? Whatever hope there is can so easily be removed by an experience like this,” said Yolanda, Mae’s daughter. When diagnosed with cancer there’s nothing more comforting than knowing that there’s hope and that you’re not alone. “Because of my mother’s experience, it was very important for me to start a foundation that comforts those affected by Lung Cancer. Yes, the outcome of Lung Cancer can be bleak, but no one wants to live thinking that.” Mae’s Breath is an Affiliate of BJALCF and has joined in the fight to come up with better treatment options and outcomes and to provide hope for patients and families. [Visit the website](http://www.maesbreath.org)

Mission: To empower and educate Lung Cancer patients in treatment options and to build healthy and effective relationships with healthcare providers, all while maintaining the dignity of the patient.

– Yolanda Brunson-Sarrabo
Although the day of the toy sale might have gotten a little long for Marissa, said her mom, she stuck with it, determined to make it a success. She had fun with her ‘customers’ and testing all the toys her friends and family brought. Many stories were shared throughout the day about others with loved ones who had Lung Cancer. Marissa’s family was very proud of her for wanting to hold a fundraiser and following through to make it happen. “Everyone at BJALCF was incredibly moved,” said Jennifer Hughes, Manager of Affiliates and Independent Fundraisers. “When I was seven, $275 dollars was like $275,000! What an inspiration her teacher was. We must keep fighting and follow the incredible leadership of a little girl from Wisconsin who will undoubtedly make the world a much better place. She’s doing that already!”

“When my 7-year-old daughter lost her first-grade teacher, age 52, to Lung Cancer, she asked me if she could have a toy sale to ‘help lung cancer.’ I said yes and together we began. A few other families donated to the sale at which Marissa raised $275.”—Sheila Hagen

Because Casey Davis wanted to make a difference in memory of her mom, she took on the challenge of hosting a 5K Walk/Run on Oct 28, 2012 in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Over 100 people participated in this first-time event. In 2011 Linda Vasso had lost her battle with Lung Cancer. She was a devoted wife, mother, nana, sister, aunt and friend. Even though she dealt with many hard times, she continued to set an example by making the most out of life, no matter what. She remained positive throughout all of the setbacks that cancer brought and continued to be a fighter. “If Linda was still here today,” said Casey, “she would be fighting for a cure with us. Her main concern was trying to help others. Even going through the biggest challenge of her life, she remained more worried about everyone else than she did about herself. She is missed by so many but lives on in our hearts and memories.”

After Amber Spanton lost her dad to Lung Cancer, she hosted a 5K Walk/Run in his memory. On Oct. 21, 2012, in Asheville, North Carolina, she was joined by friends, family, the WCU Cheer Squad, Olympiad Manteo Mitchell and 200 participants for this event that turned out to be a huge success. “I am passionate about BJALCF because my Daddy, Fred Spanton, was a Lung Cancer patient,” said Amber. He was a wonderful husband, devoted father, avid golfer and a full-time employer whose entire world changed after his diagnosis of Stage IV NSCLC in 2011. Within months he was unable to golf, work or even drive. “On May 16, 2012, my Daddy entered into rest with the Lord. He remained positive, with a smile on his face, through the many difficulties. He is the most amazing person I’ve ever known and I hope to be half the person he was throughout his life. He is my inspiration.”—Amber Spanton
The folks at Biodesix/VeriStrat work day in and day out to help Lung Cancer patients. Their dedication and commitment has led to the creation of a blood test to help patients know, without painstaking trial and error or loss of precious time, whether or not a life-saving drug will work for them. In November, their Marketing Department supported BJALCF through a cool Twibbon online campaign. For each person who added a pair of pink and green BJALCF lungs to their Facebook or Twitter profile, the company donated $1 during Lung Cancer Awareness Month (and into December, too!) to BJALCF. http://www.veristratsupport.com

Since 1986, Honey Bear Trees in Redwood City, CA has been a trusted source for having the finest Christmas trees, offering four different sustainable varieties. Owner Aaron Boyle has supported BJALCF as one of his charities and has also generously donated trees to the Foundation. Next year we hope that you will support Evergreen for Lung Cancer by buying your tree from Aaron. Just mention BJALCF and 15% of your Christmas tree sale will benefit the Foundation. http://honeybeartrees.com

On September 30, Linda Smith celebrated her 60th birthday by remembering two young women who lost their lives to Lung Cancer. Linda ran with her team, “Fighting the Beast,” in the “Stride for Susie and Smita 5K” in Saratoga, CA. Linda had always wanted a Murder Mystery-themed party, but was completely surprised when her daughter made her wish come true at the September 5K event. “Everybody had a great time and in lieu of gifts, donations were made to BJALCF,” said Linda. “I will always be committed to raising awareness about Lung Cancer and am so thankful for the great support from family and friends.”

Doreen and her family have been friends and supporters of Bonnie since BJALCF first opened its doors. Doreen’s children, Amy, Angie and Jake, continue to support the Foundation and to share a bond that is just like family. On Sept 21, Doreen’s family decided to TAKE LUNG CANCER BY STORM in her memory and to honor her “love for the game.” Doreen was a season ticket holder with the Seattle Storm women’s basketball team. Her passion for the team and for finding a cure for the disease that ultimately took her life turned into a night of fun, entertainment, fundraising and awareness where participants got to cheer their hearts out.

The folks at Biodesix/VeriStrat work day in and day out to help Lung Cancer patients. Their dedication and commitment has led to the creation of a blood test to help patients know, without painstaking trial and error or loss of precious time, whether or not a life-saving drug will work for them. In November, their Marketing Department supported BJALCF through a cool Twibbon online campaign. For each person who added a pair of pink and green BJALCF lungs to their Facebook or Twitter profile, the company donated $1 during Lung Cancer Awareness Month (and into December, too!) to BJALCF. http://www.veristratsupport.com
Nov 4 was a day to honor and remember loved ones who died from Lung Cancer and to honor those who are living with it. It was also a day to raise awareness about the disease and to have a lot of old-fashioned fun. Michelle, who honored her mom, and Christine Stahl, a Lung Cancer survivor, were among the many participants in the Palisano-Benson Memorial Lung Cancer Barrel Race at the Sebastopol Wranglers-Triple Crown Race Series, Sonoma County Fairgrounds. This amazing and heart-felt event helped to educate the community about Lung Cancer and to raise money to support BJALCF in its fight against the disease.

It is always a great feeling to give a gift, but Shopping for a Change makes it even more special! Shopping for a Change is a foundation helping other nonprofits and talented artisans from impoverished communities around the world. When you buy a gift and specify BJALCF to benefit, we receive a portion of the proceeds from the sale. Your purchase not only supports artisans and their communities, but it supports us as well! BJALCF is honored to be a partner of this wonderfully philanthropic organization and we thank founder Stacy Horowitz for dedicating her time, heart and energy to truly make a difference around the world. http://shoppingforachange.org

Grow for the Cure was born when a friend’s battle with Lung Cancer brought attention to the lack of funding dedicated to fight the disease. Imagine if men could raise money simply by not shaving. Good news—now they can by using this fun, fund-raising website! It takes an average of 15 days to grow a beard. During that time, approximately 6,500 people die of Lung Cancer and over 9,000 new diagnoses are made worldwide. The interactive platform lets people volunteer to grow a beard and then have friends donate to support them and the cause. Grow for the Cure not only benefits the BJALCF, but it also ignites discussion about Lung Cancer. http://growforthecure.org

With Bravium Winery’s Sip&Give promotion, you have the power to do a world of good! Derek Rohlfss, owner, proprietor and winemaker, not only makes fabulous wine, but he believes in giving back by donating a portion of the proceeds from the sale of Bravium and Artisan wines to charity. Donations are made to each nonprofit based upon the percentage of votes received. In 2011, Derek gifted more than $10,000 in cash and wine to Sip&Give’s beneficiary charities. As one of the recipients, BJALCF raises its glass in toasting and thanking Bravium Winery! http://bravium.com/sip-and-give/
Bonnie knows what it feels like not to be able to breathe. Air is fuel and without it, life is terribly compromised. But when Bonnie and a group of supporters took a cruise on the Chesapeake Bay last year, all Bonnie could say was, “Just having this support takes my breath away—in a good way! Thank you for cruising on behalf of all Lung Cancer patients.” Her thanks went to Andy and Myrtie Adkins of the Baltimore Yacht Club and 20/20 Gene Systems who had garnered lots of community support to have a fun-filled cruise event followed by a cocktail and hors d’oeuvres reception.

Vince is best known for its fashion-forward essentials, popular with celebrities such as Kate Hudson, Matthew McConaughey and Cate Blanchett. However, Vince is best known to us as the store with the courage to stand up for Lung Cancer. Vince teamed up with the BJALCF during the holidays for a wonderful day of shopping at the Stanford Shopping Center in Palo Alto, CA. Champagne and hors d’oeuvres added to the celebration to raise funds and awareness about Lung Cancer, with 20% of all sales benefiting BJALCF. http://www.vince.com

“On March 1, 2011, my beloved grandmother, Bobbie Levin, lost her grueling battle with Lung Cancer,” said Zachary Marks. “From that moment on, I wanted to make a difference in the life of other cancer patients. In her honor, my partner, Sam Minkin, and I hosted a fundraiser dance to raise money for the Bonnie J. Addario Lung Cancer Foundation. Many friends gathered for this magical night of music and dancing.” Cancer is a horrible disease, but with your help and the support of people like Zachary, his family and friends, we move one step closer to putting an end to it. http://www.crowdrise.com/raveforthecure

Straightmalefriend.com is the brainchild of a couple of Bay Area media vets, Marcus Osborne and Matt Staudt. When The Straight Male Friend Live Broadcast Holiday Party Event aired at the end of the year in support of the Bonnie J. Addario Lung Cancer Foundation, it was a smash! Tova Rasmussen was the driving force behind this wonderful event, which coincided with the third anniversary of her mother’s passing. Many thanks to SMF and to all of the people who enjoyed an event that was great fun and that educated attendees about Lung Cancer. http://www.straightmalefriend.com
Minoti’s dad, age 52, passed away from Lung Cancer in July. After his diagnosis, he succumbed to his illness in a short seven months, despite chemotherapy and participation in a clinical trial at a top research facility. Lung Cancer can happen to anyone. It is the number one cancer killer and 80% of newly diagnosed patients are, like Minoti’s dad, non-smokers; 19 people are diagnosed every hour and another 19 die from Lung Cancer every hour. “In honor of my dad, I set out to raise $5,000 and to build awareness about the disease by selling BJALCF bracelets,” said Minoti. “My dad will never be able to walk his daughters down the aisle, travel the world with his wife in old age or see his younger daughter move to college. I hope that others will help me in the fight to find a cure.”

http://www.crowdrise.com/smitinmehta/fundraiser/minotimeh-

SMITIN MEHTA’S LEGACY

“Please help me in my fight to find a cure and to make sure that what happened to my father doesn’t happen to anyone else. My family and I truly appreciate your support.”—Minoti Mehta

BECOME A LUNG CANCER FOUNDATION CHAMPION THIS YEAR

The hit song “We are the Champions” recorded by Queen is not only an anthem for sporting events and teams, but its lyrics also perfectly describe the commitment and the big heart of every person profiled in this brochure. Each is an individual champion and a critical part of LCF’s Team Breathaway Champions.

As the Manager of Affiliates and Independent Fundraisers, I am honored to have such a rewarding job that brings wonderful, courageous people into my life. Every day when I pick up the phone or read my email, I am amazed by the individuals and families whose experience with lung cancer has led them to reach out to help others affected by disease.

Some of you I speak with are so thankful for the Patient Services and Support provided the Lung Cancer Foundation. Others contact us because they want to make a difference for future diagnosed patients and find having an event in honor of a loved one who has passed to be a healing process.

For the people, organizations and businesses featured in this brochure, their goals are the same: to raise money and awareness for lung cancer. Their participation this year as members of our team has been invaluable in achieving those goals. As you read the stories in this brochure, you will see that there is no effort too big or too small; they ALL make a difference.

To all of you who make my job so rewarding, I extend my deep appreciation. I am thankful to have the opportunity to have spoken and worked with you this year. With the passion and commitment of our team, we will champion our cause and I am confident that next year will be even more successful.

Please call me to discuss your ideas to have an event, host a fundraiser or simply to volunteer at any of our events. I look forward to talking with many more champions this year as we continue to build and cheer on our team. Together, we will “keep on fighting” lung cancer!

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hughes
Manager of Affiliates and Independent Fundraisers
jennifer@lungcancerfoundation.org; 650.333.6936
www.lungcancerfoundation.org

We are the champions—my friends
And we’ll keep on fighting—til the end.
We are the champions...
We are the champions!
No time for losers...
Cause we are the champions...
of the world!!!!!
UPCOMING EVENTS

May 9-12—Napa Valley, CA—Bottle Rock 2013
http://bottlerocknapavalley.com/

May 16-17—Rancho Palos Verde, California—The 2nd Annual Hank Baskett Classic Golf Tournament
http://hankbaskettclassic.org

May 19, 2013 —Chicago, Illinois—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/#18

June 3-7, 2013 —Cleveland, OH—Garland Company Spirit Week
http://www.garlandco.com/

October 7-13, 2013 —Frys.com Open
http://frysopengolf.com/

September 29, 2013 —San Francisco, CA—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/#18

September (TBD) 2013 —Ithaca, NY—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/

October 6, 2013 —Philadelphia, PA—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/#19

October 12, 2013 —Narragansett, RI—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/#13

January 18, 2014 —Irvine, CA—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/#21

February 1, 2014 —Phoenix, AZ—Your Next Step is the Cure 5k
http://www.lungcancerfoundation.org/events/#15

AFFILIATE WEBSITES

Biodesix/Veristrat—Guiding the Way
http://www.veristratsupport.com

Bravium Winery Sip & Give
http://bravium.com/sip-and-give/

Grow for a Cure
http://growforthecure.org

Honey Bear Trees
http://honeybeartrees.com

The Joan Gaeta Lung Cancer Fund
http://www.gaetafund.org

Mae’s Breath
http://growforthecure.org

Seura.com—Project Breathe
http://www.seura.com

Shopping for a Change
http://shoppingforachange.org

Smitin Mehta’s Legacy
http://www.crowdrise.com/smitinmehta/fundraiser/minotimehta

Tickets-for-Charity
http://www.ticketsforcharity.com

Vertical Art: The Enduring Beauty of Antique Canes and Walking Sticks
http://www.verticalartcanebook.com